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• Coal fired power stations cannot exit until we replace the services 
they provide. 

• Post 2025 energy market reforms focus on “Integration of large-
scale variable renewable energy” 

• National CER Roadmap process focus on the DER scale
DER integration challenge
• Uncontrolled and uncoordinated DERs are the problem
• Controlled and coordinated DERs (as demand flexibility) are the 

economic solution.
• The NEM defines what is valued and what is not. 
• Solution is to value the services that coordinated and controlled 

DERs provide (DER services).

Key messages
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Presentation Notes
Coal fired power stations cannot exit the electricity system until we replace the services they provide (electricity and power system services)This process is generically referred to as  the Integration of variable renewable energy. While the Post 2025 energy market reforms are addressing the large scale the small scale, DER (Distributed Energy Resources) integration, is far behind. While the Post 2025 energy market reforms are addressing the large scale the small scale is far behind. Uncontrolled and uncoordinated DERs are the problemControlled and coordinated DERs (as demand flexibility) are the economic solution.The NEM defines what is valued and what is not. Solution is to value the services that coordinated and controlled DERs provide (DER services).



Integration of Variable RE: Relative costs options
(Cochran et al., 
2014) NREL, USA

• Historically 
supply followed 
demand. 

• To ‘firm’ variable 
renewable need 
additional 
sources of 
power system 
flexibility at 
every level

• Demand needs 
to follow supply 
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As coal fired power stations leave the system either due to coming to the end of their economic life. To allow the coal fire power stations to leave the market. Need to replace what the electricity and other power system services that coal fired power stations provide. What happens when the wind doesn’t blow and the sun doesn’t shine not just overnight but as a result of cloud cover or cloud attack. The challenge is how do we integrate variable renewable energy technologies. And the answer is multiple measures and interventions at all levels of the system.There will be a need for - storage all levels - and additional sources of power system flexibility is required. 



DER Integration and Demand Flexibility
(Cochran et al., 
2014) NREL, USA • Relative costs of 

power system 
flexibility 
options

• US$, US Case 
studies and 
2014
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Focus on demand flexibility This diagram outlines the relative cost of these integration measures and in US Dollars and based on US case studiesThis publication is 10 years old. 



What is it? 
• A form or power system flexibility. 
Who has it? 
• End Consumers.
How to get it off them?
• Switching on and off End Consumers’ privately owned DER assets
• For adequate compensation

Trade in Demand Flexibility? 
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What is it? Who has it? How to get it off them?



DER Integration Pathway to Multiparty trade

Source: De Martini & Kristov, 2015
Lawrence Berkley National Lab, USA

Stage 2 up to 
40% of total 
generation
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At the small scale Australia now has the highest up take of behind the meter, Distribution network connected Energy ResourcesDERs such as Solar PVAustralia has the highest percentage uptake of roof top Solar PV in the world.And with QLD and SA have the highest uptake of Solar PV in AustraliaThe challenge to integrate these high levels of DERs is characterised in Three (3) stages First stage, is where DERs occur at a niche level.Second stage, DERs grow in importance and contribute up to 40 percent of total generation. Third stage, DERs are the dominant player and at this level the introduction of demand flexibility trading measures is recommendedThe countries on the forefront of the markets in demand flexibility include the USA and the UK



Multiparty transactions? 
How to trade Demand Flexibility?
• Commoditise as DER Services. 
• Buyers and sellers. Respond reliably to a market signal. Delivered when 

and where required. 
• Quality and delivery criteria: Technical (up / Down), Response time, 

Reliability, Availability
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Technical (up / Down), Response time, Reliability, Availability For use to balance supply with demand (Balance of System)Manage peak demand and alleviate network congestion  (Non-network Services)



Energy Market Reforms Initiated

• Post Energy Market 
Process lead by 
Energy Security Board 
(2019 to 2023)

Incomplete tasks handed 
over to:
• Energy Ministers acting 

as Energy and Climate 
Change Ministerial 
Council. 

• Au Energy Market 
Commission
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Energy Market reforms – that lay the ground work for trade in demand flexibility and DER services have been initiated. Which was until last year was overseen by the Energy Security Board.NEM Market bodies have input into the process.Ultimately the reform process is overseen my all Energy and climate change ministers acting as Ministerial council.With each state government has there own energy policy responsibilities and moving at different speeds. 



Energy Market Reform Process
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The National Electricity Act and Regulations outline the market design and roles and responsibilities of the market bodies and market participantsThe associated governance structures involves - the market operator, the rule maker, and the rule enforcer. Ultimate oversight of the National Electricity Market is by Ministers of Energy who come together as the National CabinetFormerly referred to as CoAG 



Energy Reforms Initiated

Wholesale Electricity Market
Generator sells to Retailers
Market Operator: AEMO
Batteries allow Arbitrage, 
Merit Order

Wholesale Demand Response 
Mechanism (WDRM)

Aggregators bidding >30MW 
of ‘nega-watts’ sourced from 
large Commercial and 
Industrial Customers

New Market at Distribution 
Level (Local Energy Market)

End Consumer
20% of h’h w Solar pV
Aggregators / Virtual Power 
Plants

Bidding 5-30 MW (?)
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Post 2025 energy market reform process proposed a “Two-sided market”.However, the proposal fell short but does need to be revisited. The proposal was not inconsistent with a new energy market at the distribution level which operates in co-ordination with the wholesale electricity market. These new markets will trade in commodities such as excess energy from the consumers Solar and DERs And also Demand Flexibility also sourced from the consumer as demand flexibility.However the important caveat is these demand side commodities must meet the same reliability standards as supply side generation.



Energy Transition: Meet the criteria of complex??

Build 
Knowledge
ANALYSIS 

Map the 
System

ANALYSIS 

Understand the 
System 

Dynamic
ANALYSIS

Develop System 
Interventions

SYNTHESIS

NEM energy market reforms are occurring within
• A complex adaptive system that is in transition
• Involving multiple state government jurisdictions transitioning at 

different rates, differing resources, infrastructure and policies. 

In a policy environment such as this
• a systems thinking approach based on complexity theory is 

recommended.
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Presentation Notes
the NEM energy market reforms are occurring within a complex adaptive system that is in transition, involving multiple state government jurisdictions transitioning at different rates, resources and policies. Systems thinking is more widely used in the field of health and social policy and is underutilised in other academic disciplines, including policy design or evaluation In the UK, 'Catapult Energy Systems, a not-for-profit centre of excellence, advocates systems thinking to identify and address market barriers and innovation priorities for the least cost path to energy system decarbonisation (Energy Systems Catapult, 2018). The UK Cabinet Office promotes the practice of systems thinking for policy development by promoting its use to civil servants (UK GOV, 2020). In the USA, the US Department of Energy funded ‘Grid Modernization Initiative’ (GMI) which used systems thinking approach to manage risks associated with changes in the electricity grid. However, applying system thinking principles and complexity theory to energy policy is an emerging practice in Australia and internationally. 



• Define the dynamic problem, its boundary and the goal. 
• Use of ST tools to capture, understand and analyse complex 

system dynamics into a succinct and explicit system structure 
able to be communicated. 

• Visualise the subject actors, objects, interconnections, power 
relationships, potential intervention and leverage points. 

• Create a dynamic hypothesis based on the structure of the 
system 

• Test the interventions and impact on problematic behaviour of 
the system

Systems Thinking Practice and Tools
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In systems thinking practice, several tools can be used to capture, understand and analyse complex system dynamics. These tools allow the system structure to be made succinctly explicit and for it to be communicated. All system thinking tools are used to visualise the subject actors, objects, interconnections, power relationships, potential intervention andleverage points. Gravelsins recommend that system dynamics modelling be undertaken inseveral steps first by defining the dynamic problem, its boundary and the goal, then bycreating a dynamic hypothesis based on the structure of the system; building a structureand then validating the model; followed by testing the interventions and impact onproblematic behaviour of the system (Gravelsins et al., 2018). The system dynamicmodelling tools and steps used in this research project are:



System Dynamic Modelling Software
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Presentation Notes
Causal Loop diagrams (CLD) and system dynamic archetypesApologise for the quality of the diagramsThe CLD are an output of the Commercial software of Vensim



Issue:
• If uncontrolled and uncoordinated DERs are the 

problem
• Controlled and coordinated (orchestrated) DERs are 

the economic solution

Hypothesis:
• Commoditise Demand Flexibility
• Value the services that orchestrated DERs can provide 
• Create a trade in DER Services (demand flexibility)

Working Hypothesis : Trade in DER Services



Causal Loop Diagram: BAU Case of Uncontrolled DERs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The high uptake of DERs by End Consumers, has led to the problem of reverse flow into the distribution network Leading to system operation impacts such as the technical limits of the distribution network being exceeded. This stress on the distribution network is driving the need to upgrade and augment the network which is both costly and slow. In turn, the cost of increased network augmentation is passed through to the End Consumer and is driving up electricity costs. In the face of increased electricity costs, more End Consumers will invest in DERs (such as Solar PV but increasingly BESS and EVs) to be able to gain control over their increasing electricity bills and also take action on climate change. 



Reference Case of Uncontrolled DERs + Current Options

ARENA funded Project Edge $6B benefits and $5B attributable to DOE balance to dynamic network tariffs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Current initiatives are the Role out of Dynamic Operating Envelopes (an Australia Innovation). DER controls have existed for decades for HWS controlsNetwork Control TariffsDoes not achieve scale and potentialArchetype of vicious cycle. Or the addition archetype.Being an addiction to infrastructure augmentation which is also rewarded by the Regulated Business model of the Distribution Network ProviderDelays the inevitableWith this archetype – The underlying problem (DNSP business and regulatory model) needs to be addressed. 



BAU is an “Infrastructure Addiction Archetype”
•Lack of Coordination between Transmission and 

Distribution generation
•Risk of overbuild at Transmission level
•Without addressing the underlying issue leading to 

the addiction.
•“the demand side and end consumer” and multi-

party trade in DER services. 

System Dynamic Archetype



DER Integration Hypothesis: Conditions of Trade

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where the underlying problem is in part the Distribution Network Business Model which is defined in regulationIf the intent of the 2SM is taken To create a market to trade in demand flexibility, To protect the network from stress by amending the electricity market rules, To result in the previously unvalued and yet to be commoditised DER services. Where DER Services (DS) are produced through the active control of End Consumers’ DER assets to flexibly shift, shape, shed and shimmy their demand profile as demand flexibility. With the assistance of NTBM, These DS can then be traded and then consumed by the DNSP for application as non-network services and as an alternative to expensive and slow network augmentation. This diagram shows the supply of DER supply services on the left as a function of production cost, the attractiveness of the market for NTBM and ability to produce at scale. The demand for DER services on the right as a function of the reliability of DER services delivery, price substitution effects which under current DNSP regulations is the cost of the network augmentation option and the demand for DER services.From market economics the intersection of supply and demand results in the ‘strike price’ for DER services. 



DER Integration Hypothesis: Conditions plus Actors
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Where the underlying problem is in part the Distribution Network Business Model which is defined in regulationIf the intent of the 2SM is taken To create a market to trade in demand flexibility, To protect the network from stress by amending the electricity market rules, To result in the previously unvalued and yet to be commoditised DER services. Where DER Services (DS) are produced through the active control of End Consumers’ DER assets to flexibly shift, shape, shed and shimmy their demand profile as demand flexibility. With the assistance of NTBM, These DS can then be traded and then consumed by the DNSP for application as non-network services and as an alternative to expensive and slow network augmentation. This diagram shows the supply of DER supply services on the left as a function of production cost, the attractiveness of the market for NTBM and ability to produce at scale. The demand for DER services on the right as a function of the reliability of DER services delivery, price substitution effects which under current DNSP regulations is the cost of the network augmentation option and the demand for DER services.From market economics the intersection of supply and demand results in the ‘strike price’ for DER services. 



‘Non-Traditional Business Models’ (NTBM)

Examples: 
• Aggregators, Virtual Power 

Plants, Flexi-trader
Purpose 
• Address barriers to participation 

by the End Consumer
• Achieve scale
• Achieve broader network benefits
• Access to Full Value Stack 

End Consumer 
Business Models

Traditional 
Business Models

Feed-in-Tariffs

BTM Optimisation
Self Consumption

Non-Traditional 
Business Models

Aggregator

Virtual Power 
Plant

Peer2Peer Trading



Post 2025 Energy Market + International Trends

Wholesale Market Operator 
AEMO

Distribution Market Operator 
(DMO) 

DER Aggregator

DER Aggregator

>30 MW

5 - 30 MWDistribution System Operator 
(DSO) => Distribution Network 
Operator

Demand Side Supply Side

Virtual Power Plant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who is the third person doing the controlling of End Consumers’ private assets? Aggregators and Virtual Power Plant Operators are outside the regulated market. Private operators may or may not be RetailersCommercial relationship with the purchaser of Demand Flexibility / DER Services



Value Stack

Full Value Stack DER Services
= $e w’sale market hedge
+ $BoS Trans + distribution
+ $NonNetwork Services
+ $Btm Savings
+ $carbon price (Societal Value)



Limitations and Constraints to Trade



Electricity systems are undergoing both an energy transition and 
a grid transformation challenge. 
The difference between transition and transformation is the 
degree of management required.
This management role results from:
• Government energy policy direction 
• Role of energy markets? Energy market reform? 
• Innovation? Technology path dependency? Business Model 

innovation 

Energy Transition versus Energy Transformation



Costs of Energy BAU (aka “Infrastructure Addiction Archetype”)
• Lack of Coordination between Transmission and Distribution generation
• Risk of network overbuild (IEEFA, 2023)
• Overspend in networks due to network re-regulation (Capex to Totex) 

delays (IEEFA, 2023)

Societal value:
Value of Demand Flexibility Trading 
• $19Billion p.a. (IEEFA, 2024)
• Un-lock energy savings and (anti-inflationary) productivity benefits
• Local economic development benefits
• Meeting Carbon Targets and exceeding 2 deg 

Societal Value? Supports Govt intervention



Policy Interventions



In managing complexity in an adaptive system:
• Outcomes can be nonlinear and surprising 
• Need for whole of system design approach
• Focus on the interaction between elements
• Apply systems thinking tools

Examples from history 
• Kennedy era “Moonshot”
• “O-ring responsible for the Challenger disaster” 

Richard Feyman 

Complex Systems



…. need to take a systems approach



Like Moonshot the “objective” is defined but “How 
to get there is not”. 
• Innovation: draw on successful ARENA trials but in 

interaction and then upscale
•Pace and Scale? Existing NEM Rule change 

process is inconsistent with pace

What does “System Thinking dynamics” suggest?

Implementation: Energy Policy and Regulatory Reforms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Challenges:Need for pace and scale. Bureaucracy  of existing NEM Rule changesUtility business model of Distribution Network 5-year regulatory reset period and staggered timetableOpportunities:Successful ARENA trialsInnovation pathway – crawl, walk, run (demonstration, deployment, commercialisation)



Whole of System: Design approach

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If the 2SM is to succeed, the design will need to result in: the Creation of an investment environment that attracts and rewards technology, innovation, the trade in demand flexibility, and new market entrants with NTBM such as Aggregators and Virtual power plant operators, that can address the barriers to participation by the End Consumer. It will also need economies of scale to be achieved, participation of the End Consumer at scale and mechanisms to support participation by commercial, industrial and residential sectors. 



Innovation Zone: Focus on System Demand Side

Community 
Energy 
Zone

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the DER service demand sideCalling it a “Community Energy Zone” in deliberate contrast to “Renewable Energy Zones” To emphasise the need for the same level of attention, focus and planningAnd of course, place based and in consideration of the specific local conditions. In the coinciding area as the Zero Emission Community.Because there are regulatory changes involve will require the declaration of a “Regulatory Sandbox”Would argue foDER service production or the Supply Side as it has become. First arguing that this needs to be a place based initiative and for a number of reasons.This is the crawl of the crawl, walk, run (Demonstration, deployment, commercialisation).As such it will need the focus, attention, planning and resourcesAim is to stimulate DER service production in the downstream catchment area of a zone substation for example



Zero Emission Community: Focus on System Supply Side

Community 
Energy 
Zone

Zero 
Emissions 
Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
End Consumer facilitation will look like:- Positive neighbourhood effect, seminars, letterdrops, One stop shops, - Facilitation of the end consumer. Promotion of the benefits and address the “My stuff”.- Support an ecosystem of retailers, tradies and skills- Co-ordinate the local and state government rebates and messaging. - Support equipment and appliance swap out, through skills and tradie engagement NTBM- Support the pathway to producing DER services at scale- Starting from a low risk and low volume basis



•Place based electrical infrastructure catchment 
•“Community Energy Zones” to promote regulatory 

innovation and agility. Focus on the DER Service 
“demand side”. 

•“Zero Emission Communities”. Focus on the DER 
Service “supply side”. 

•Need to co-ordinate all levels of government (Au 
Govt, State and Local Government) and leverage 
existing policies and rebates.

Implementation: Energy Policy and Regulatory Reforms



Conclusion

Electricity 
System

Business 
Models

Variable 
Renewable 

Energy 
Sources

End 
Consumer

Policy
Politics

Market 
Design + 
Govern
-ance

Physical 
Infra

structure

For demand flexibility trading to succeed, 
the design will need to result in: 
• the creation of an investment 

environment 
• that attracts and rewards 
• Technology innovation, 
• the trade in demand flexibility, and 
• new market entrants with NTBM 
• that can address the barriers to 

participation by the End Consumer. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key System Thinking Tools used are:Narrative and Causal Loop Diagrams Summary narrative: If the 2SM is to succeed, the design will need to result in: the Creation of an investment environment that attracts and rewards technology, innovation, the trade in demand flexibility, and new market entrants with NTBM such as Aggregators and Virtual power plant operators, that can address the barriers to participation by the End Consumer. (Author).



Promotes
• Visual problem solving
• Co-design and collaboration
• Systematic approach and whole of problem approach
• “Consumer-centric grid” design

Improves 
• likelihood of success 
• Reduces unintended consequences

Conclusion: Benefits of Systems Thinking



Research Implications: Academic and Public Policy
Contribution to the under-researched areas of:
• Demand flexibility trading / energy and environmental markets 
• Business Models as a vehicle for innovation in energy markets.
• Creation of investment environments to leverage private investment and 

result in new Business Models and innovation
• Regulatory innovation

Implications for Public Policy 
• Identification of key barriers, essential components, key stakeholders
• Allows for focus on “Are we asking the right questions” => Alignment of 

aims and stakeholders
• Allows for fast moving political and policy environments
• Allows for categorisation of policy intervention by effectiveness ie 

transformative through to program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An emerging area of academic interest is the study of business models and how business models can be a vehicle for innovation to either accelerate or stall energy transitions. In 2017, Burger observed little academic literature exists that describes current or potential future electricity utility business models (S. P. Burger & Luke, 2017).System Tools such as narrative, critical reflection, Causal Loop Diagrams Powerful tool for policy development applications
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